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welcome
Welcome to the third edition of InConcrete.
The aim of this publication is to share
industry trends, product news and
examples of how ramsetreid® can add
value to your construction project.
In this edition, we continue to talk about the great
people that make up the team behind the ramsetreid
name. Our Meet the Team feature introduces Debbie
West, our former Engineering Manager, and now
Business Manager for the Precast, Tilt and Structural
Steel segment. With over 20 years experience in
structural engineering, Debbie’s story highlights the
emphasis ramsetreid places on strong Engineering
talent to support innovative construction solutions.
Chemicals have long been at the heart of the Ramset
and Reid offer. Everyone in the construction industry
knows the brand, and the range of situations that the
products create solutions for. We profile the range and
background to this ‘must have’ construction product.
Making jobs easier is always a win on an installation,
and the Reid OrbiPlate is proving that easy also means
faster. The growing success of this product is testament
to the smart thinking behind a really common construction
challenge when connecting Steel to Concrete.

We hope you enjoy reading our latest update.
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13 hours to
prove yourself

nzcic 17
The New Zealand Concrete Industry
Conference is organised jointly by:
• Cement & Concrete Association of NZ

concrete 17
Concrete 2017 is the 28th Biennial
National Conference of the
Concrete Institute of Australia.
It will be held at the Adelaide Convention Centre,
Australia from 22 October to 25 October 2017.

Some people are happy
enjoying a newspaper
and coffee on a Sunday
morning. Others like to
set out on a ride which is
not for the faint hearted.
A group of six ramsetreid cycling enthusiasts
took on the Peaks Challenge at Falls Creek
in March this year. The route is a 235km
loop ride from Falls Creek, via Tawonga Gap,
Mount Hotham and Omeo to the Back of Falls
and must be completed within 13 hours.

The ramsetreid
team featured:
1. Steve White – Account Manager, NZ
2. Martin Lincoln –
Business Development Manager, NZ
3. Neil Hollingshead –
Group Product Manager, ANZ
4. Adam Dawson –
Senior Design Engineer, AU
5. Craig Smith – IT Manager, AU
6. Ollie Nam – Production Supervisor, AU
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1821m

1758m

This graph shows
the elevation that the
cyclists encounter.

The Institute dedicates the conference to bringing together
global leaders in the concrete industry, to consider all
aspects of concrete materials and structures, whether it be
research, design, construction, maintenance and repair.

837m

ramsetreid is proud to be associated
with the conference as a Silver Sponsor.
Two papers will also be presented:
The ride is described as “founded on
adversity… a fierce, cold and brutal ride
through Victoria’s High Country.”

Cycling is an engineer’s
dream when it comes to
data analysis, and this
ride was no different:
• 1,763 riders started.
• The winning time was 7h 28m
(Kiwi Richard Lawson).
• 198 missed the 13 hour cut off.
• After putting 200 kilometres into tired
legs, riders are greeted with a nasty
8.4 kilometres of climbing at 8% that
starts at the aptly named WTF corner!

• Temperatures during the ride ranged
from 10 degrees to kick off the day
atop Falls Creek to 32 degrees
down in the Omeo Valley back to
10 degrees at Falls Creek to finish
– typical alpine Autumn weather.
• At least 30,000 calories were burnt
by the ramsetreid team during the
ride – equivalent to the energy
available from 300 scrambled egg.
The ramsetreid team had a great day with
finish times ranging from 9h 42m to
12h 4m. First to finish was Adam Dawson,
who also collected the coveted sub 10hour jersey which is a huge achievement
in the world of amateur cycling.
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1. Dr Andrew Barraclough will present “Pull-Out
Capacity of Cast-In Headed Anchors in Prefabricated
Concrete Elements”. Joining Reid in 2009, Andrew
has recently completed his Ph.D. Civil Engineering
and has been awarded the status of Fellow with
Engineers Australia.
Andrew Coumaros is ramsetreid’s Engineering
Services Manager ANZ, with 18 years experience
in the company. He will present “Testing PostInstalled Chemical Anchors to TS101 Appendix
B in Australian Concrete Substrates”.

22-25 October 2017
concrete2017.com.au
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• NZ Concrete Masonry Association
• NZ Concrete Society
• NZ Ready Mixed Concrete Association
• Precast New Zealand Inc
Bringing together key stakeholders from across the
NZ concrete industry, presentations will be given
across a wide range of fields including structural,
architectural, materials and infrastructural engineering.

Andrew Coumaros will be presenting his paper
‘Joint Design and Management in Industrial Floors’.
It will focus on considerations when designing
joints for industrial concrete slabs including:
• Future proofing the asset through
maximizing the use of the slab
• Appropriate load transfer systems
based on the use of the slab
• Installing dowels in the correct location
• The role of the slab
• Appropriate edge protection or armouring of the joint
Andrew’s paper is based on the most
current best practice and utilizing the
most recent global standards, namely
TR34 Fourth Edition and ACI360R-10.
The event to be held at Te Papa, Wellington
12th to 14th October, 2017.

12-14 October 2017
theconcreteconference.co.nz
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THE REVOLUTION
IN STRUCTURAL
CONNECTIONS
Provides ±20mm
positional tolerance
– No rework or call
outs when connections
don’t line up.

the revolution in
structural connections
OrbiPlate™ overcomes the
major headache that comes
with bolted connections getting the holes to line up!
The methods traditionally
used to overcome this were
time consuming, costly and
often structurally inadequate.

Millimetre connection
adjustment allows
accurate positioning of
each steel member.

ORBIPLATE OVERCOMES
THE MAJOR HEADACHE
THAT COMES WITH
BOLTED CONNECTIONS,
GETTING THE
HOLES TO LINE UP.
| reid.com.au | reids.co.nz

The patented OrbiPlate system is used
when connecting steel to concrete or steel
to steel elements and delivers connection
tolerances of up to 20mm around the centre
of the connection. It also provides the
ability to achieve fine locational accuracy
when positioning each steel member.
Andrew Rossiter, ramsetreid Business
Development Manager for Structural
Steel, says “once OrbiPlate is specified
we just wait for the positive feedback that
follows. Builders, fabricators and riggers
all appreciate that the OrbiPlate system
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just makes cast-in connections work.” In
addition, “Engineers always say calls for
misaligning anchors have just become
part of the job. OrbiPlate eliminates
this time wasting task. With our simple
OrbiPlate Design Guide and tried and
tested case studies, OrbiPlate is the faster,
safer, easier structural connection”.
Engineers agree. Julio Pieraldi, ramsetreid
Project Engineer, Western Australia says
that one of the key considerations when
connecting steel is managing the cumulative
tolerances. “Our OrbiPlate design instructions
really make this easy. Add to that the surety
that the connection is going to be on the
money, and not having to worry about welds,
OrbiPlate is really an engineer’s dream”.
This is a shared view across Australia and
New Zealand. Amaria Waretini-Thomas
ramsetreid Project Engineer, New Zealand
has seen Engineers get on board with the
features of OrbiPlate. It’s really changing the

way projects are running. Knowing that there
is no rework required to get the connections
in place takes away a lot of uncertainty for
construction timelines. It’s not just small
savings either – I get regular feedback that
OrbiPlate was half the time of traditional
methods. When you are installing with big
machinery, time savings are big money”.
OrbiPlate takes the pain out of construction
connections: no misalignment, no hot
work, no delays. No matter where you
are in the construction process, OrbiPlate
will save you time and money.

more information at:
reid.com.au and reids.co.nz
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profile:

debbie west

Debbie West (Left) talking graphic concrete with Shaya Wouts BDM Architectual Solutions

Debbie West
Engineering Manager ANZ,
moving to Business Manager
Precast, Tilt and Structural
Steel from July 2017
BE(Hons) MIEAust CPEng EngExec NER RBP

Debbie has been leading the ramsetreid
Engineering team since June 2015. An
essential part of the ramsetreid® DNA,
Debbie’s Engineering team of Project
and Design Engineers provide support
to a vast range of stakeholders including
Builders, Precasters, fellow Engineers,
Consultants and Industry Groups.

Tell us a bit about
your background?
I joined ramsetreid after 21 years working
as a consulting Structural Engineer.
Having worked for Hyder (now Arcadis),
Meinhardt, and Arup, I have been able
to work in a good mix of structural
engineering sectors including retail,
commercial buildings (including facades
/ façade remediation works), residential
high rise and hospital facilities.
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What are some of your
previous projects that
stand out for you?
The Melbourne Exhibition Centre was
a great project to be part of. It was all
consuming and I was even dreaming
about it – it took over my waking and
sleeping moments! When we were working
on it, we had two shared computers in
the office which we were modelling the
structure on. We had two small disc
drives and had to keep merging on to
one file because they were so big.
The Melbourne Museum was another great
project. At the time, we were still using 2D
technology. It was DOS based and nothing
like the fantastic computer systems we
have access to today. The project stands
out for me because it required logical
thinking to make it come together.

It’s amazing to think how
much technology has
changed in your field.
Productivity has certainly benefited.
A great example is a project I worked
on at Arup, the new Salvation Army

headquarters in London, which was beside
the Thames, near the Millennium Bridge.
Arup could use our Australian office to
support the project because they were
ahead of their time, and had great IT
platforms that made this possible. From
Melbourne, we were modelling the vibration
control, and how the basement would sink
in the ground, which with the technology at
the time took 24 hours to simulate. Now, it’s
still easy to work anywhere in the world but
the technology is a lot faster for simulations.

You are now in a business
where concrete is at the heart
of everything ramsetreid
does. With your background,
how do you view concrete?
I love concrete. I love everything about
it - the surface, the texture, and it just
feels solid. I enjoy thinking about how
can I make it be the most efficient it can
be, and look as good as it can. When
working with Architects, they want to have
something that looks great, regardless of
the material, and then an engineer needs
to be able to define the boundaries of
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the design. Concrete is a great material
to support design because it is not as
precise which means there are many ways
to design and come up with a solution.
Timber and Steel don’t have the same
properties which allow the same flexibility.

Across Australia and
New Zealand, there are a
number of standards that
are applicable to ramsetreid
and the products and
services we offer. A number
have been under review
in recent years - what are
your thoughts on this?
A key consideration with many of the
standards reviews is safety. There is a
theme for standards to try and address
ways to limit OS&H issues. Examples
include designing lifting for precast panels.
Where there have been gaps in the
industry around design and testing, the
standards have tried to tighten that up.
It’s fair to say that designs are getting
more complicated as we learn from other
geographies. A great example is the current
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review of AS3600. I am representing the
Concrete Institute of Australia on the
Concrete Design Committee. The lessons
from the Christchurch earthquake are
starting to filter through, as well as the BD002 Standards committee looking for global
learnings to ensure we have the robustness
and design risk around what we are doing.
ramsetreid are at the forefront of these
changes to make it easier for our
customers. It is important that we allow
our customers to have confidence in
the testing, design and support with the
critical range of products we offer.

You are about to move from
leading the Engineering team
to be the Business Manager
for our Precast division. How
do you think ramsetreid is
positioned in this market?
Across New Zealand and Australia, we
are a leader in this area in terms of our
knowledge in how precast is constructed.
We understand the onsite activity, and
the risks which need to be considered
when panels are lifted on to site. Having a

team of engineers with decades of New
Zealand and Australian experience means
that there aren’t too many situations
that we haven’t seen. Precast is a really
useful construction material. The ability to
get high quality outcomes in dedicated
precast yards and then bring these to
site means being able to put together
the jigsaw faster, safer, and easier.

Away from work, and
structural elements, where
will we find Debbie West?
I’m not sure that I leave the engineering
tendencies at work. I am a big fan of home
renovations, and I like being able to detail
everything down to the tile layout, tile by tile.
Possibly one step too far on the detail side.
To balance out the detail, another
passion is drinking wine. A favourite
holiday spot for my husband and I is
Europe, and on every visit, we chose
a new wine region and spend time
enjoying the local produce. Being half
Italian, Italy is always a favourite spot,
but being on holiday in the sun amongst
the vineyards, anywhere is pretty good.
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MEET THE
HIGHEST
STANDARD.
chemical solutions
with ramsetreid

• 100 Year
Design Life
•

High Bond Strength

•

Seismic and crack
concrete approved

•

ETA Approved and
SA TS 101:2015 tested

Independently tested and
assessed for 100 year
design life under sustained
loading means peace of mind
for design engineers and
building contractors alike.
Suitable for extreme anchoring
environments including seismic,
cracked concrete, core drilled
holes, oversized diameters, flooded
conditions and underwater.

Contact Ramset™ today!
AUS: ramset.com.au or call 1300 780 063
NZ: ramset.co.nz or call 0800 726 738

Trusted Advisor. That is the
cornerstone of the relationship
ramsetreid™ has with our
customers. Over 60 years
as a supplier of high quality,
specialist products into the
construction industry, the role
of trusted advisor has most
certainly been earned and
demonstrated over the years.

to perform anywhere, when installed by
anyone in a range of conditions. Advice.

Chemical products in the construction
industry require a very high degree of trust.
As a supplier it also requires a very high
degree of quality assurance and product
stewardship to ensure that the products
will perform to the level that is required.

One of the most significant areas for chemical
solutions provided by ramsetreid is chemical
anchoring. The Ramset™ Chemset™
brand of chemical anchoring has been a
stalwart in the ANZ market for more than
25 years. Starting its journey with the clever
glass encapsulated Maxima™ the Ramset
chemical anchoring range has grown to
encompass one of the most trusted general
purpose adhesives in Chemset 101, through
to the versatile heavy duty pure epoxies
in Reo502™ and Epcon™ C6. Following
tragic natural disasters and subsequent
increase in building specification and
requirements, Ramset have introduced the
high performance Xtrem™ range covering a
range of approvals for seismic applications.

Performance characteristics like bond
strength of chemical anchors, strength
gain of repair mortars and release of
bond breakers and release agents often
aren’t realised until the product is in place
and expected to perform to its required
level, often with little or no opportunity
to test its performance in-situ. Trust.
With any complex system and particularly
with chemicals, the outcome is heavily
reliant on those who install the product
into complex and significant projects. The
performance of chemicals in the construction
industry is something that has been taken
from the very specialized and controlled
environment of a laboratory and expected
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To this end ramsetreid have a great
responsibility to our customers to ensure
that the right product is used for the
application, but most importantly with the
right information. And as a result of providing
a wide range of chemical solutions across
many construction segments, there is a
lot of knowledge to be gained and shared
to ensure the best possible outcome.

Being a part of global construction giant ITW,
means that the Ramset chemical anchoring
range can be developed across the global
platform with the best technology and
still be tested for the local market in local
concrete to meet and exceed the compliance

requirements e.g TS 101:2015. Local testing
also allows our team the opportunity to
quickly respond to specific project needs
and develop solutions for challenging
projects such as large infrastructure
projects requiring 100-year design life.
The testing facilities, knowledge
and experience of our team also
provides an invaluable resource when
it comes to troubleshooting and
testing product performance.
“It’s not often that a company will cast
and pour panels of concrete in an inhouse laboratory to test performance
of bond breakers and application
systems”, says Komal Krishna, Product
Manager – Chemicals ANZ
“While we pride ourselves in partnering up with
global leaders such as Nox-Crete to supply
the best technology in precast and tilt-up
release agents, it is just as important for our
team to understand how the product works
at a practical level, and provide customers the
most appropriate solution for a high-quality
outcome”. This multi-faceted approach is
what makes ramsetreid so unique. The focus
on providing the best products and being
a global leader in performance and quality
is further complimented by the ability to be
flexible, respond to the customers’ needs and
deliver the best solution for the application.
More info at:
ramset.com.au and ramset.co.nz
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tech update

case study

NZTA Technical Advice
Note #17-14

®

forget about paint:
architect finds permanent
graphic solution

On June 1st 2017, New Zealand
Transport Agency (NZTA)
published a technical advice note
that provides an interim advice
on mechanical reinforcement
couplers and anchorages. This
note was intended to address:
1. A proposed amendment to the 3rd
Edition Bridge Manual Section 4.2.1(f),
particularly around the practicality of
Charpy V Notch testing on mechanical
reinforcement couplers and anchors.

Building:
Coles Supermarket,
Drysdale, Geelong

Architect:

2. Mechanical coupling and anchoring
systems approved for use in the interim.

i2C Design, Melbourne,
Australia

Solution:
Graphic Concrete

What does the above mean
for Engineers designing
using the ReidBar™ Steel
Couplers and Flange Nuts?
• ReidBar Steel Couplers and Flange
Nuts may continue to be used on NZTA
projects as ramsetreid™ continue to
perform their quality control regime.
• As always, Engineers may perform
their designs based on the prescripted
yield strength of 500E reinforcing
(fy = 500MPa) without additional
safety factors and batch testing.
• Engineers who had designed their
structures before TAN #17-14
publication don’t need to alter their
designs to consider the additional
safety factors and batch testing
outcome. Therefore, project teams
don’t need to worry about adding
more reinforcement steel, nor any
worrying about buying more couplers
or anchors. This would also mean there
will be no additional design costs,
congestion challenges and lead time.
• Project teams don’t need to worry
about costly batch testing of every
possible bar/coupler and bar/
anchor combinations, for each
bar size. There shall also be no
concern of mixing ReidBar and Steel
Couplers/Flange Nuts batches.
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Above: ReidBar Steel Couplers and
Flange Nuts in a Bridge Element

Comparison between ReidBar and other systems:
ReidBar System

Other Systems

Ease of
Application

• May continue to be
used with ramsetreid
continuing quality
control regime.

• May be used if the one page long
additional criteria of TAN #17-14
are met.

Ease of
Design

• May perform
designs based on
the prescripted yield
strength of 500E
reinforcing.

• Designs need to consider
additional safety factor,
or will be dependent on
batch testing outcome.

• Designers don’t need
to alter designs.

• Designers need to alter designs
considering additional safety
factors and batch testing outcome.

• None.

• More reinforcement steel, couplers
& anchors, design alterations, time,
batch testing of every possible
bar/coupler and bar/anchor
combinations, for each bar size.

Existing
Design
Additional
Costs

Batch
Control

• No concern of mixing
ReidBar and Steel
Couplers/Flange Nuts
batches.

• Need to be micro managed
to avoid batch mix up.
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A birch tree forest inscribed
on the 8 metre high exterior
walls of Coles Drysdale, in
Geelong, dwarfs shoppers
on their amble along the
pedestrian walkway that
verges the building.
The handiwork of Australian architectural
firm i2C Design, the project used
Graphic Concrete to translate a simple
visual idea into a permanent largescale design feature, without adding
concrete or weight to precast panels.
When Zachary Marshall, construction
architect at i2C Design, first heard about
Graphic Concrete, he liked the idea of
inscribing a permanent graphic solution
onto the precast concrete walls of
new supermarket, Coles Drysdale.
Graphic Concrete eliminated paint – and
the inevitability of it peeling off. And when
Marshall took a closer look at Graphic
Concrete’s inscription process, he
imagined a certain visual ‘pop’ rising from
the contrast between the panel’s smooth
face and exposed aggregate surface.
He was right. And even though a siliconbased sealant used to protect the birch tree
inscription from graffiti blunted the contrast
slightly, he says the visual detail on the
panels brings a rich dimension to the ‘tree’
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aesthetic of the building and pedestrianscape. At the outset, Marshall’s appraisal
of Graphic Concrete’s system answered
questions about panel weight and integrity.
Historically, inscribing large images and
patterns onto concrete panels has been
difficult and expensive, with form liners
and moulds adding concrete and weight
to precast panels. Graphic Concrete’s
combination of pattern membrane and
retarder solves the problem, imprinting
detailed artwork in the top 1-2 mm of the
panel surface.“When I looked at Graphic
Concrete, I thought: can I cast image detail
into a 150 mm thick pre-cast panel? I could.
It’s not scary technology,” said Marshall.
“There are no worries about integrity,
because the process only affects the first
1-2 mm of exposed concrete – you’re not
affecting the structural integrity of the panel.”

While Graphic Concrete added expense
to panel manufacture, Marshall said
Coles, like most clients, liked the costbenefit. “Longer term there’s no need
to repaint every five years; we’ve got
something on permanent display; and
it can’t be altered,” said Marshall.

Pass or fail?
Marshall’s a fan of Graphic Concrete.
“It has added interest to the building
along a wall that would have been quite
featureless, otherwise. The walkway has
additional amenity for users of the space,”
said Marshall. “Graphic Concrete is an
easy sell once the development team
realises that it doesn’t affect the integrity
or weight of the panel, and when the client
understands the cost-benefit of a permanent
solution over paint and maintenance
costs. It’s a recommendation from us.”
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Project

Woodlea Estate

ramsetreid® provides
the GRAND SLAM of
Danley™ solutions at
Woodlea Estate…
Located in Rockbank just 29 km west of
Melbourne, Woodlea Estate is a new, stateof-the-art community designed for easy
living. One of the most significant design
elements of the estate is the method by which
residents can move around their community;
accessing public transport, wide open spaces,
green pedestrian linkages, local shops and
services with as much ease as possible.
With stage after stage of residential dwellings being masterfully
constructed by a host of leading builders including Simmonds,
Carlisle Homes, Porter Davis and Eight Homes, a key component of
the vision for Woodlea is to develop and deliver premium sporting
facilities to be enjoyed by it’s growing community. Upon completion,
Woodlea Estate will be home to cricket and Australian Rules Football
(AFL) ovals, soccer fields, netball and tennis courts. Tasked with the
construction of 2 cricket nets and 10 tennis courts by June 2017,
the team at leading landscaping firm Landscape Solutions first set
their minds to tackling the construction of Woodlea’s tennis mecca.

Project

Project
Information
Location

Woodlea Estate,
Aintree, VIC

Developer

Victoria
Investment &
Properties Pty
Ltd (VIP)
and MIRVAC

Builders

Australia’s
leading
residential
builders

Contractor

Landscape
Solutions

Distributors

Artist’s impressions for
illustration purposes only

Woodlea Estate

Lee Supplies:
PD3™ &
Dowelsert™
Best Bar:
PodRail™ &
PodStar™

1

2

3

4
(1) PD3™

Finish Date

June, 2017
(Tennis Courts)

Product used

PD3™
PodRail™
PodStar™
Dowelserts™

(2) Dowelsert™
(3) PodRail™
(4) PodStar™

Lee Supplies, Landscape Solutions were now able to pour
4 side-by-side courts at once. With each court effectively
split into halves at the net and between the doubles lines
with expansion joints, the contraction (or saw cut) joints
comprising of PD3 cradles were used with great effect along
the centre service line and at the perpendicular service lines
of each “half-court”. With the PD3 a proven match winner,
Landscape Solutions then installed the 2nd of 4 Danley
solutions used at Woodlea - the Danley Dowelsert™.

Daniel Cogley, Project Manager at Landscape Solutions explains
that “normally, when pouring slabs for tennis courts, we would
use a key joint style system for load transfer and crack control.
These keyed profile systems normally take the crew a bit of time
to set up and get right before we can pour. We’d always thought
it was the only option we’d had, until Woodlea”. Establishing a
strong working partnership between Landscape Solutions and
ramsetreid was paramount to the success of the project. In a
collaborative effort, both parties arrived at a solution that would
address 3 critical factors: improves the construction timeframe,
(2) provides structural integrity of the slabs and equally important,
(3) enhances the visual appearance of the finished product.
“When I first spoke to Jim Kovos at ramsetreid about an alternative
solution to key joint for the tennis courts, I wasn’t really aware of
PD3 Plate Dowel cradles, but after reading through the technical
data sheets, I soon realised that this would be a great time saving
solution for us - a real game changer”. Designed for load transfer
in high-end, industrial slab-on-ground facilities, the PD3 is a
patented, tapered Plate Dowel Cradle that is easy to set up and
has superior slabs deflection capabilities which results in a flatter
finished surface. So, why not use them on a tennis court?

With construction already completed on over 30% of the
planned residential stages, Woodlea Estate is growing fast! In
partnership with Best Bar Reinforcements - one of Australia’s
leading steel reinforcement bar, mesh and accessories
suppliers, ramsetreid has supplied tens of thousands of
the Danley PodRail™ and PodStar™ into the residential
foam pod floor slabs specified at the Woodlea Estate.

With a need to provide for thermal expansion of up to
10mm, Dowelserts used with round dowels were a great
solution for the required expansion joints, because not
only do they provide allowance for thermal expansion, but
Dowelserts are quick and easy to install onto the formwork
– be it timber or metal. They keep the dowels perfectly
aligned, reducing the risk of restraint and cracking, plus the
formwork strips away without any problems. With both the
slab finish quality and flatness of utmost importance on the
10 tennis courts and the 2 cricket nets, Daniel adds that

The innovative and patented Danley PodRail provides
the support for reinforcing mesh that cannot be matched
by any other type of spacer. Fast and easy to install, the
engagement spike pierces the pod first time, and the wide
base design distributes loads which prevents compression
of the foam pod. The PodRail provides 40 mm of cover
and requiring just 2 PodRails per pod, it is the perfect
alternative to using a multitude of 25/40mm traditional
bar chairs. The PodRail provides a number of benefits
and advantage to contractors, builders and surveyors
alike. Most importantly, the Danley PodRail and PodStar
comply with the requirements of AS/NZS 2425:2015.

“not only did these new products help
us improve our set up and concrete
pour times at Woodlea, the finish we’ve
achieved has been outstanding”.

Whether it’s the spacing of foam pods, supporting mesh in
a foam pod floor, or providing load transfer and deflection
control at construction and contraction joints on a tennis
court, the Danley Grand Slam of residential slab-ongrade solutions are the top-seed at Woodlea Estate…

To learn more about

Utilising an off-the-shelf PD3 for 125mm thick slabs sourced via

Danley products click here.

Continued >
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customer service
Ramset™ Australia
Sales, Orders and Enquiries
Tel:
1300 780 063
Fax:
1300 780 064
Email: enquiry@ramset.com.au
Web:
www.ramset.com.au
Ramset New Zealand
Sales, Orders and Enquiries
Tel:
0800 RAMSET (726738)
Fax:
09 444 2864
Email: info@ramsetreid.co.nz
Web:
www.ramset.co.nz
™

Reid™ Australia
Customer Service Centre
Tel:
1300 780 250
Email: sales@reid.com.au
Web:
www.reid.com.au
Reid™ New Zealand
Customer Service Centre
Tel:
0800 88 22 12
Email: sales@reids.co.nz
Web:
www.reids.co.nz

Danley™ Australia
Tel:
1300 DANLEY (1300 326 539)
Email: sales@danley.com.au
Web:
www.danley.com.au
Danley™ New Zealand
Tel:
0508 DANLEY (0508 326539)
Email: sales@ramsetreid.co.nz
Web:
www.danley.com.au

australian trade centres
Victoria

New South Wales

ACT

1 Ramset Drive,
Chirnside Park 3116

563 Gardeners Road,
Mascot 2020

Queensland

South Australia

3/8 Channel Road,
Mayfield West 2304

5/71 Victoria Crescent,
Abbotsford 3067

115 Sir Donald Bradman Drive,
Hilton 5033

71 Carnarvon Street,
Silverwater 2128

5/19 Tennant Street,
Fyshwick 2609

Western Australia

525 Abernethy Road,
Kewdale 6105

53 Doggett Street,
Newstead 4006

new zealand trade centres
Auckland - Glenfield

Hamilton

Napier - Onekawa

Christchurch - Hornby

Auckland - Penrose

Tauranga - Mt Maunganui

Lower Hutt

Dunedin

Auckland - Henderson

Rotorua

Wellington

Invercargill

23-29 Poland Rd
p 09 447 1296
f 09 447 1297
e albany@ramsetreid.co.nz
35 Station Rd
p 09 579 3072
f 09 579 1701
e auckland@ramsetreid.co.nz
123 Central Park Drive
p 09 838 9865
f 09 837 3014
e henderson@ramsetreid.co.nz
Auckland - East Tamaki

Unit 1, 333 East Tamaki Road
p 09 272 4701
f 09 272 4703
e easttamaki@ramsetreid.co.nz
Whangarei

Territory Manager
p 09 438 2010
f 09 438 9188
e whangarei@ramsetreid.co.nz

15 Somerset St
p 07 847 9047
f 07 847 9980
e hamilton@ramsetreid.co.nz
Unit 1, 15 Portside Drive
p 07 572 0520
f 07 572 0530
e tauranga@ramsetreid.co.nz
Waterford Park Estate
50 Old Taupo Rd
p 07 348 0190
f 07 348 9200
e rotorua@ramsetreid.co.nz
New Plymouth

Territory Manager
p 06 759 8984
f 06 759 8983
e newplymouth@ramsetreid.co.nz
Palmerston North

903 Tremaine Avenue
p 06 357 6745
f 06 357 6775
e palmerstonnorth@ramsetreid.co.nz

ramsetreid™ 1 Ramset Drive, Chirnside Park 3116
Information in this documents is correct at the time of printing. Readers should contact ramsetreid™ or
consult ramsetreid™ detailed technical information to ensure product is suitable for intended use prior
to purchase. ITW Australia Pty Ltd ABN 63 004 235 063 trading as ramsetreid™
© copyright 2017. ™ Trademarks of Cetram Pty. Ltd. Used under license by ramsetreid™
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124 Taradale Road
p 06 843 0067
f 06 843 0043
e napier@ramsetreid.co.nz
46 Victoria St
p 04 569 7247
f 04 566 8752
e lowerhutt@ramsetreid.co.nz
147 Taranaki St
p 04 384 4138
f 04 385 0868
e wellington@ramsetreid.co.nz
Nelson

Territory Manager
p 03 548 2664
f 03 548 3559
e nelson@ramsetreid.co.nz
Christchurch - City

120 Montreal St
p 03 341 8710
f 03 341 8730
e christchurch@ramsetreid.co.nz

Unit 2/37 Foremans Rd
p 03 349 4749
f 03 349 4750
e hornby@ramsetreid.co.nz
5 Melbourne St
p 03 455 1134
f 03 456 1388
e dunedin@ramsetreid.co.nz
Territory Manager
p 03 218 9241
f 03 214 7787
e invercargill@ramsetreid.co.nz
Queenstown

200A Glenda Dr
p 03 442 8073
f 03 442 8074
e queenstown@ramsetreid.co.nz

